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Abstract—When developers make changes to their code, they
typically run regression tests to detect if their recent changes
(re)introduce any bugs. However, many tests are flaky, and
their outcomes can change non-deterministically, failing without
apparent cause. Flaky tests are a significant nuisance in the
development process, since they make it more difficult for
developers to trust the outcome of their tests, and hence, it is
important to know which tests are flaky. The traditional approach
to identify flaky tests is to rerun them multiple times: if a
test is observed both passing and failing on the same code, it
is definitely flaky. We conducted a very large empirical study
looking for flaky tests by rerunning the test suites of 24 projects
10,000 times each, and found that even with this many reruns,
some previously identified flaky tests were still not detected. We
propose FlakeFlagger, a novel approach that collects a set of
features describing the behavior of each test, and then predicts
tests that are likely to be flaky based on similar behavioral
features. We found that FlakeFlagger correctly labeled as flaky
at least as many tests as a state-of-the-art flaky test classifier, but
that FlakeFlagger reported far fewer false positives. This lower
false positive rate translates directly to saved time for researchers
and developers who use the classification result to guide more
expensive flaky test detection processes. Evaluated on our dataset
of 23 projects with flaky tests, FlakeFlagger outperformed the
prior approach (by F1 score) on 16 projects and tied on 4
projects. Our results indicate that this approach can be effective
for identifying likely flaky tests prior to running time-consuming
flaky test detectors.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Regression testing is widely used in quality assurance to
determine if recent changes to a codebase (re)introduce errors.
When a test fails, developers typically expect that this failure
represents a bug recently introduced. However, a growing and
concerning trend is regression tests failures which are not in
fact due to recent changes, but are instead flaky tests.
Flaky tests are non-deterministic tests which pass and fail
when run on the exact same version of a codebase [1].
When tests alternate between passing and failing without
any code changes, developers can be frustrated: flaky tests
are challenging to debug, and a single failing test can halt
release cycles. Recent academic and industrial studies have
worked towards defining and reporting flaky tests [1]–[5],
automatically detecting flaky tests [6], [7], and investigating
the occurrence of flakiness [8]–[10]. In fact, flaky tests appear
in most large-scale projects. Google has reported that 4.56%

of test failures are caused by flaky tests [1], and Microsoft’s
Windows and Dynamics products report a similar 5% [5].
Flaky test detection is crucial because flakiness reduces
tests’ reliability and frustrates developers. When flaky tests
only fail occasionally, these tests can be very hard to reproduce [1], and developers then spend a significant amount of
time and resources trying to fix these flaky failures. Because
non-deterministic failures are not necessarily a result of a
regression in the code, the very nature of flakiness means
developers have a very difficult time locating the source of the
flakiness. Hence, automatically determining if a test is flaky or
not has become a significant topic in recent software testing
research [1], [5], [6], [9], [11]–[15].
Existing techniques for detecting flaky tests rely on rerunning tests: if we can witness two different outcomes (passing
and failing) from the same test on the same version of the
codebase, then surely that test is flaky. Even state-of-theart techniques like NonDex [16] and iDFlakies [17] that
inject additional non-determinism still rely on re-running each
test case many times. However, rerunning tests can be quite
expensive. Most prior academic studies that detected which
tests were flaky have re-executed test suites a handful of times:
10 times [6], 16 times [7] or 100 times [17]. Developers have
reported re-running suspected flaky tests up to 1,000 times to
increase the likelihood of determining if a test is flaky [18].
In this paper, we describe an empirical study of flaky tests
that we conducted by rerunning tests 10,000 times each, which
can provide guidance to developers and other researchers on
how many times to re-run tests to detect flakiness. While rerunning tests 10,000 times may be impractical for developers to
perform regularly (or even for researchers to perform regularly
to gather datasets), we used the result of this experiment to
construct a rich dataset of flaky tests. This dataset has many
uses, for instance, to study how developers can better identify,
repair and prevent flaky tests.
A promising alternative approach to detect flaky tests is
to create a machine learning classifier that can distinguish
between flaky and non-flaky tests [12], [19]. In such an
approach, developers train a classifier using a known corpus
of flaky and non-flaky tests, and then apply that classifier to a
new codebase in order to detect new flaky tests. Alternatively,
rather than re-run all tests in a corpus thousands of times in
order to find flaky tests, developers or researchers could use

this classifier to determine which tests are more likely to be
flaky, and focus computational resources on re-running those
tests first. Unfortunately, we found that existing approaches
are not suitable to this sort of use case: in our evaluation, a
state-of-the-art flaky test classifier had promising recall (72%),
but extremely low precision (11%).
Ideally, the features used by the classifier should be applicable to a broad range of projects, so that a model built on one set
of projects (with known flaky tests) could be applied to a new
project to find new flaky tests. A recent survey has found 23
factors that increase, decrease and otherwise affect the ability
to identify flakiness in tests [8]. These factors include features
such as the presence of test smells, hard coded values, the
age of test cases, and more. Inspired by this work, we collect
various features like these for each of the tests in our flaky
test dataset and created FlakeFlagger, a tool to automatically
predict if a test is flaky or not using these features.
We evaluated FlakeFlagger on our large dataset of flaky
tests, and found it significantly more effective than the stateof-the-art flaky test classifier: On the 23 projects evaluated,
FlakeFlagger outperformed the prior approach in 16 and
underperformed in only 3 projects — where two of them have
only three flaky tests in total. The four remaining projects
have 0% F1 score in the FlakeFlagger and the state-of-the-art
flaky test classifier evaluation. Section IV presents a complete
per-project evaluation.
This paper makes the following main contributions:
• Dataset: A new dataset of flaky tests created by exhaustively executing 24 project’s test suites 10,000 times each
— orders of magnitude more than prior work [6], [7],
[12]. We show that for many flaky tests, it is necessary
to rerun them very many times to detect them.
• New Approach and Tool: FlakeFlagger, a new hybrid
static/dynamic approach to collect behavioral features
of tests and then predict whether tests are flaky or
not. FlakeFlagger can be used to guide other flaky test
detection tools towards those most likely to be flaky.
• Evaluation: We show that FlakeFlagger can predict
whether a test is flaky or not with far fewer false positives
than prior work (just 380 false positives, compared to
4,674 from prior work). We show that test execution time,
test coverage of source code, test coverage of changed
lines, and usage of third party libraries are effective
predictors of flakiness. We do not find any tokens that
commonly exist in flaky tests, and we do not find test
smells to be a strong indicator of flakiness.
Our dataset, test running infrastructure, and FlakeFlagger itself
are publicly released under a BSD license and can be found
on GitHub [20] and in our permanently archived artifact [21].
II. E MPIRICAL S TUDY
The traditional approach to find flaky tests is to rerun each
test many times: if a test outcome changes (without any change
to the code), then the test is flaky. This definition captures
both tests that typically pass (but infrequently fail), and those
that typically fail (but infrequently pass). However, there is

little guidance (from industry or academia) in terms of how
many times to rerun each test: most prior work has considered
rerunning 10 [6], 16 [7], 100 times [17] or in limited cases,
4,000 times [22]. But, if each flaky test is flaky for some
non-deterministic reason, what confidence do we have that we
will observe its outcome change within those reruns? If it is
feasible to find most flaky tests after only rerunning them a
handful of times, then perhaps this flaky test rerun problem
is not such a big problem: rerunning tests only 3-5 times
does take time, but it certainly takes less time than rerunning
them 10,000 times. Since we don’t know the underlying
source of non-determinism that causes the flaky test to fail,
a separate problem is: how much harder is it for a developer
to reproduce that flaky failure in a different environment, where
various uncontrolled factors might vary (e.g., OS, Java version,
CPU, available memory, network speed, etc.). This problem
is particularly relevant for developers who are tasked with
debugging a flaky test on their local machines which failed on
a build server. To motivate our work in detecting flaky tests, we
conducted an empirical study, investigating these questions:
MQ1: How many flaky tests can be found by rerunning tests
given different rerun budgets?
MQ2: How hard is it to reproduce a flaky test failure?
These questions are important not only for this work, but for
any researcher interested in developing new techniques to help
developers detect and debug flaky tests.
A. Study Design
To answer these questions, we selected 24 projects that have
been previously studied in the context of flaky tests [6], [7]. In
comparison, the dataset of flaky tests produced by Bell et al.’s
DeFlaker [6] was constructed by running tests once on a revision of a project, then only rerunning tests that were observed
to fail (up to 15 times). Lam et al.’s iDFlakies dataset limited
the number of reruns per-project to take no more than 56 hours
per-project, resulting in typically under 100 reruns per-project,
and often did not run all tests in every project [7]. While Lam
et al. have also conducted evaluations with more test re-runs
(4,000), these evaluations were targeted to only portions of
test suites with known flaky tests [22]. While this approach
can reduce the overall amount of computation time needed for
an experiment (Lam et al. report this experiment consumed 90
days of computation time), focusing on rerunning only known
flaky tests can bias a dataset to only include those flaky tests
that had previously been found through fewer reruns. Instead,
we ran each project’s entire test suite 10,000 times, using over
5 years of computation time in total.
We executed this experiment by creating a queue of jobs,
where each job represented a single execution of a project’s
test suite (running “mvn install”). After running each job, we
archived all log files and then removed all temporary files and
rebooted the machine, and then proceeded to run the next test
suite in the queue. This approach was designed to provide
reasonable isolation between test runs, and simulates how a
real build server might compile and test a project.

TABLE I: Flaky tests detected by re-running test suites 10,000 times. We estimate the percentage of all flaky tests that would
be detected if only 10, 100 or 1,000 reruns had been performed. Color bars are stacked bar charts showing the percentage of
tests that failed with a given frequency. Columns DeFlaker and IDFlakies show the number of non-order dependent flaky tests
found in total by those prior works, and the number of flaky tests shared by both datasets. Blank cells indicate that a different
revision of the project was used due to historical compilation issues. Complete data and results available in our artifact [21].
Flaky by DeFlaker [6] iDFlakies [7]
% of all Flaky Tests Detectable at:
Reruns Shared Total Shared Total 10 Reruns 100 Reruns 1,000 Reruns

Project

Tests

spring-boot
hbase
alluxio
okhttp
ambari
hector
activiti
java-websocket
wildfly
httpcore
logback
incubator-dubbo
http-request
wro4j
orbit
undertow
achilles
elastic-job-lite
zxing
assertj-core
commons-exec
handlebars.java
ninja
jimfs

2,128
431
187
810
324
142
2,044
145
1,238
712
842
2,177
163
1,145
86
183
1,317
558
345
6,267
55
428
306
212

163
145
116
100
52
33
32
23
23
22
22
19
18
16
7
7
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
2

5
1
2

1
1

1
1

22,245

811

Total

1

22

52

5

12

1

6

28

70

1

1
0
0

1
1
3

2
1

2
1

1

1

10

20

71%
52%
0%
8%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
5%
5%
0%
44%
14%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

71%
59%
91%
12%
2%
3%
3%
26%
0%
9%
9%
11%
83%
50%
43%
0%
25%
0%
100%
100%
0%
100%
100%

77%
75%
100%
15%
94%
100%
44%
87%
4%
9%
41%
26%
83%
81%
86%
29%
75%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

26%

45%

67%

Distribution of Failure Frequencies, as % of Tests Failing
(0,10] (10, 100] (100, 1,000] (1,000, 10,000] runs of 10,000

No flaky tests observed

We considered approaches to increase the likelihood of
flaky test detection. For instance, some tests might be flaky
because they assume that a standard library method provides
deterministic behavior, even when it doesn’t (e.g., an iterator
over a set, which might return objects in the same order
each time, or might not) [16]. Other flaky tests may be order
dependent [23], which means that when they run in a different
order than is expected, they can fail (be flaky). Rather than
simply re-run such tests 10,000 times, one could rerun them
in a different order each time, thereby increasing the likelihood
of observing a flaky test [7]. However, there are far more root
causes of flaky tests than only these two [1], and we did not
want to bias our dataset to include more flaky tests of any
single category than another. For instance: in their survey of
developer-reported flaky tests, Luo et al. found that test order
dependencies accounted for only 13% of the flaky tests that
developers reported in issue trackers [1]. Instead, our dataset
represents the flaky tests that would be observed in the course
of normal development, when tests are run on a build server
— with no artificial non-determinism.
We ran these experiments on Ubuntu 18.04 VMs running
OpenJDK 1.8.0 242 with 4 CPUs and 8GB of RAM. Note that
perhaps, we could also find more flaky tests by using a variety
of platforms and computing devices: using different versions
of Java and different operating systems might introduce more
non-determinism overall, finding more flaky tests. However,
again, our goal in this study is to find the flaky tests that a
developer might observe in the normal course of development

when running their test suite on a standard continuous integration build server, and not to inject artificial noise. Hence,
each execution of each test occurs using a standard platform.
B. Study Results
By running each test 10,000 times, we observed 811 flaky
tests: about 3.6% of the total number of tests were flaky. The
number of observed flaky tests varies from one project to
another. We found 10 projects with less than 10 flaky tests, 4 of
which have only one, and one with none. On the other hand,
there are 4 projects which have more than 100 flaky tests.
Spring-boot has 163 flaky tests, 20% of the total observed
flaky tests. Table I summarizes these results.
MQ1: Flaky failures by number of reruns. While it is
not possible to truly state what the probability is of a flaky
test failing (since we don’t know the hidden, uncontrolled
condition that causes the failure), we estimate the probability
that each flaky test would have been detected with fewer
reruns by assuming that each test failure occurs independently.
Overall, only roughly a quarter of all of the flaky tests that we
found in 10,000 runs would have been found with 10 reruns,
roughly half with 100 reruns and roughly two thirds with
1,000 reruns. We also visualize this distribution in Table I,
categorizing each flaky test as failing either between 0 and
10 times, between 10 and 100 times, between 100 and 1,000
times, and finally over 1,000 times (out of the 10,000 runs).
These sets are represented by colors as shown in Table I. The
red bar, which refers to tests that flake less than or equal 10
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Fig. 1: Overview of FlakeFlagger’s approach to predict likely flaky tests given a set of known flaky tests.
times, takes the majority in 8 projects. In general, we found
more than 33% of total flaky tests fail in less than or equal
10 times, 22% of flaky tests fail more than 10 and less than
or equal 100 out of 10,000. This suggests that researchers
building flaky test datasets should consider as many reruns as
possible in order to detect flaky tests: the chance of observing
that a test is flaky might be quite slim indeed. Furthermore, we
acknowledge that even after 10,000 re-runs, it is still possible
that we have not detected every flaky test in this dataset.
However, this threat is present in any flaky test dataset, and we
believe that our empirical design is sufficient for our needs.
MQ2: Reproducing Flaky Tests Failures. While MQ1
provides insight into the difficulty of identifying flaky tests
by re-running them on the same platform, this does not
quite capture the challenge that a developer would face when
reproducing those flaky tests in a different environment (e.g.
their local machine). To simulate this activity, we compared
the set of flaky tests identified from our 10,000 reruns with
those detected by prior researchers on the same versions of the
same projects, but in different environments. We specifically
chose the projects and revisions of the projects that we studied
in order to align with revisions of projects studied by either
DeFlaker [6] or iDFlakies [7]. The columns DeFlaker and
iDFlakies in Table I show the total number of flaky tests that
that paper reported on that version of that project, along with
the number of those tests that were also found to be flaky based
on our reruns. A blank entry indicates that the revision of that
project that we executed did not have any flaky tests reported
by the prior work. The DeFlaker dataset contains flaky tests
from many revisions of each project, but we only studied a
single revision of each project, and hence, it is possible that
DeFlaker had not identified any flaky tests in that revision.
The iDFlakies dataset consists of both order dependent tests
(which are detected by shuffling execution orders), and nonorder dependent tests (which are flaky regardless of execution
order). Since we purposefully did not shuffle the execution
order of the tests (as described above), we include only the
non-order dependent tests from iDFlakies for comparison.
Comparing to DeFlaker, we found 10 flaky tests out of the
20 tests identified as flaky by DeFlaker. Unfortunately, the
DeFlaker authors did not retain the build logs from their test
runs, so we are unable to diagnose why those tests appeared
as flaky to DeFlaker but not to our reruns. Comparing to
iDFlakies, we found 28 flaky tests out of the 70 non-order
dependent tests that we reran. In the case of iDFlakies, the
authors did retain the build logs that show how these tests

failed, and we confirmed by hand that the tests that we missed
in our rerun experiment truly were flaky, and could have been
detected as flaky if we had rerun them more. These results are
indicative of the true non-determinism of flaky tests and the
difficulties that developers face reproducing them: even with
10,000 reruns, we could not detect all flaky tests.
Study Summary: The results from this study demonstrate
that flaky tests are extremely difficult to detect. If developers
would like to try to find all tests that are flaky in their test suite,
they likely should consider re-running those tests thousands of
times: only half of the flaky tests that we found failed more
than 100 times out of the 10,000 runs. Moreover, we know that
even running tests 10,000 times will still not guarantee that
all flaky tests have been found, since we did not succeed in
reproducing many flaky test failures observed in prior work.
This study underscores the need for approaches that detect
flaky tests without rerunning them.
III. A PPROACH
Our primary goal with FlakeFlagger is to create a new
approach to proactively identify which tests in a test suite are
flaky, before they become a nuisance and without rerunning
them many times. For instance, when a new test is introduced,
developers might use FlakeFlagger to identify if that new
test is likely to become flaky — since research has shown
that most flaky tests are flaky when they are introduced [27].
Alternatively, developers might use FlakeFlagger to aid in a
search for flaky tests in a large test suite, where developers
identify that a portion of the test suite is or is not flaky, and
use FlakeFlagger to help label the rest of the tests as flaky
or not. Researchers constructing new approaches to detect
and repair flaky tests need large datasets of flaky tests, and
FlakeFlagger is perfectly suited to help find these flaky tests
faster. Instead of re-running every test in our dataset 10,000
times, if we already had trained FlakeFlagger on a subset
of the tests or projects, we could have greatly reduced the
execution time needed to rerun these tests by only re-running
those reported by FlakeFlagger as likely to be flaky. Note
that FlakeFlagger is orthogonal to techniques that mutate the
execution environment in order to increase the likelihood of
a test appearing flaky: these tools are still expensive to run,
and FlakeFlagger can help focus computing time on the tests
most likely to be flaky. Even if FlakeFlagger presents a false
positive (i.e., a test FlakeFlagger declares to be flaky, even
though it is not), our approach can help developers reduce

Numeric Features

Test Smells

TABLE II: Complete list of features captured for test flakiness prediction. The Covered Lines Churn feature is represented in multiple forms based on the h values (number of the past commits). In our evaluation, we considered
h = 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 500 and 10, 000
Feature

Description

Indirect Testing
Eager Testing
Test Run War
Conditional Logic
Fire and Forget
Mystery Guest
Assertion Roulette
Resources Optimism
Test Lines of Code
Number of Assertions
Execution Time
Source Covered Lines
Covered Lines
Source Covered Classes
External Libraries
Covered Lines Churn

True if the test interacts with the object under test via an intermediary [24]
True if the test exercises more than one method of the tested object [24]
True if the test allocates a file or resource which might be used by other tests [24]
True if the test has a conditional if-statement within the test method body [25]
True if the test launches background threads or tasks. [26]
True if the test accesses external resources [24]
True if the test has multiple assertions [24]
True if the test accesses external resources without checking their availability [24]
Number of lines of code in the test method body
Number of assertions checked by the test
Running time for the test execution
Number of lines covered by each test, counting only production code
Total number of lines of code covered by the test
Total number of production classes covered by each test
Number of external libraries used by the test
h-index capturing churn of covered lines in past 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 500, and 10,000 commits. Each value h indicates that at least h lines
were modified at least h times in that period.

the candidate number of tests they need to investigate via rerunning or manual inspection.
By proactively identifying flaky tests, we may also help
developers understand why these tests are flaky. Prior work
has suggested different properties of tests that might make
them more likely to be flaky, and FlakeFlagger can report
which of these features are present in each test [4], [8]. In
practice, if a feature has a strong correlation with flakiness,
developers might choose to focus on this feature in their future
test maintenance and development activities.
Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of our approach
to detect flaky tests. First, we collect a series of features
describing each test in a project. In a developer’s scenario,
we would assume that some of these tests would be known to
be flaky, and the developers would be interested in detecting
other flaky tests. For instance, the developer might know the
flaky tests that exist in their test suite currently, and would like
to identify if a newly written test is flaky. We collect behavioral
features (such as API usage) of each test, and then construct
a classifier to predict which tests are flaky. In a controlled
experiment (with known flaky tests), we can perform crossvalidation, and generate a confusion matrix that describes the
performance of the classifier. In practice, without an oracle,
we would present a report to developers including a list of
likely flaky tests.
A. Prediction Features
To develop a list of features that may be predictive of
flakiness, we look to prior flaky test research [1], [4], [6],
[8]. Ahmed et al. [8] categorized 23 developer-reported factors
which affect test flakiness. These features are described by
practitioners at a high level, and include test case complexity,
hard-coded values and test smells. Eck et al. [4] interviewed
21 developers about flaky tests and tabulated the frequency
of different kinds of flaky tests as well as developers’ fixes
for those flaky tests. Whereas prior flakiness classification
approaches used static, code-level features (e.g. presence of
textual tokens in the body of each test method), these surveys
describe features that are more nuanced. For instance, Eck et

al. note that many flaky tests are flaky due to causes not in
the test method itself, but instead, in the production code that
is executed by that test [4].
Inspired by previous studies on test flakiness, we developed
a list of sixteen features, some of are based on general studies
on the causes of flaky tests [1], [8], while others are defined as
bad practices in writing unit tests [28]. Unfortunately, some of
these flaky test root cases are too complicated to detect without
human intervention, for instance, Eck et al’s “Too restrictive
range” (which effectively describes the case where an assertion
is wrong). Hence, we considered all of the features described
in the prior works, and then selected only those for which we
could write automated detectors. We implemented detectors
for each of the features shown in Table II.
While some of the features can be detected by inspecting
the test method statically (specifically, the conditional logic
smell and test line of code), the rest of the features require
more than static analysis. For instance: existing automated test
smell detectors have analyzed only the code that is present in a
test method [29]–[32], and hence can fail to label tests that are
smelly because they invoke a helper method, which in turn,
performs smelly behavior. For instance, the “Fire and Forget”
smell exists in tests that spawn background threads or tasks;
a smell detector that considered only direct calls to launch
threads in the test method body would not define a test as
smelly if it called a helper method to launch that background
thread. Since our goal is not to precisely detect test smells (as
identified by humans), but rather, to find features that may
be representative of flaky tests, we decided to expand our
definition of many of these smells to be inclusive of all code
executed by a test, rather than just the code contained in the
test method body itself.
We developed a hybrid static/dynamic framework to collect
the statement coverage of each test, and then statically analyze
the covered code in order to collect these behavioral features.
For instance, we determined that a test had the “fire and
forget” smell feature if, anytime during its execution (including
in the production code that is called by the test), that test
launched a background thread or task. We also collect a variety

of other features related to the statement coverage of each
test, such as how many recently changed lines of code are
covered. We implemented this framework as an extension to
the Maven build system, allowing for a zero-configuration
feature collection process that automatically parses the target
project’s build scripts to modify them to collect coverage and
report features. Due to space limitations, we omit additional
details on precisely how each feature is detected, and make
our entire implementation publicly available [20], [21].
While we have built FlakeFlagger to analyze Java code
using the Maven build system, our approach is sufficiently
general to be applied to other build systems or languages. This
list of features is not intended to be complete: there may yet
be other features that can be easily collected and will be useful
for predicting test flakiness. However, we empirically found
that this set of features yielded good prediction performance
for FlakeFlagger (Section IV). Again, by making our dataset
and infrastructure publicly available, we enable future research
on behavioral features of flaky tests.
B. Flaky Tests Classifier
For our classifier, each test instance i is represented as a
vector {x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn } where each x represents a feature
value and n correspond the total number of features. To
avoid inaccuracies in training, we perform an automated data
inspection and cleaning process as follows:
Instances with missing values (e.g., missing features) can
have a negative impact on model performance [33]. Since
we use different approaches to collect different features, it
is possible for some features to be missing for some tests.
For instance: if a test crashes in the middle of its execution
(e.g., with an unrecoverable out-of-memory exception), we
will be unable to collect telemetry from that test, and hence,
unable to calculate several of our features. Some tests are not
written in Java, and hence the feature detectors may not be
applicable to them, and due to inheritance, some tests may
not have source code in the project under test (with the test
residing in a 3rd party library). We found this occurred fairly
infrequently (roughly 1% of the tests - the difference between
Tables I and III) and handle tests with at least one missing
value by excluding them from our experiment (future work
could support such tests).
Representing the range of numeric values of each feature
is also very important. Some features have discrete values
— for instance, each smell-related feature has a boolean
value (smelly or not). However, there are also features with
continuous values shown in Table II, which do not have a
maximum value, and may need to be discretized [34]. From
a model learning perspective, discretization is crucial because
discretized features have a better chance of correlating with
the class value as the range of values are limited, which
helps features to be interpreted [35]. We considered two main
approaches to discretization. First, we considered values as
they are, without applying any discretization techniques. We
consider this option because we expect to not have long ranges
of continuous data for most features. The second approach we

considered is to divide continuous data into a fixed number
of intervals, called bins, which is a common techniques to
discretize continuous data [34].
Our approach is agnostic to the classification algorithm that
we use to build the model. Hence, rather than build a single
model, we designed FlakeFlagger to construct a set of models based on seven different supervised learning algorithms:
Decisions Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Naive Bayes
(NB), Adaboosting (Ada), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN),
using the Scikit-learn package [36]. This selection of models
builds on flaky test classification prior work that considered
DT, RF, SVM, KNN and NB models only, which found that
RF performed best [12]. In our evaluation (described in the
following section), we also found that the Random Forest had
the best performance, and report results only for this model,
but make all models available in our artifact [20], [21]. We
perform a feature selection process using information gain,
which computes the amount of information that a feature can
provide for a classification [37]. The range of information
gain is between 0 and 1, where higher values indicate more
predictive power. Imbalanced datasets (where there is not an
equal number of instances in each class — flaky and nonflaky tests in our case) usually have very low information gain
values. We compute the information gain for each feature, and
include only features with an information gain of at least 0.01,
following previous work [12].
IV. E VALUATION
To evaluate our classifier, we designed experiments to
answer the following research questions:
RQ1: How effective is FlakeFlagger at predicting flaky tests?
RQ2: How helpful is each feature in distinguishing between
flaky and non flaky tests?
A. Experimental Design
To evaluate FlakeFlagger, we used the extensive dataset
described in Section II as a source of flaky tests. To collect
the various features needed to predict flakiness, we re-executed
each test one more time (using the feature extractor) using the
same environment.
Machine learning classifiers rely on two data sets: one
to build the model (training) and another for testing. We
apply k-fold cross validation [38], [39] to evaluate our model.
However, k-fold cross validation is most applicable to data
that is evenly balanced, where the proportions of each class
(in our case: flaky and not flaky) are similar. Balanced datasets
reduce the risk of any of the k folds having only a single (or
no) instances of one of the classes (flaky and not flaky).
Since most tests are not flaky, we have imbalanced data, and
hence, have designed FlakeFlagger to use two data sampling
techniques: SMOTE [40] and random undersampling [41],
which we also compare to a baseline without sampling. We
perform this sampling only when training the model, and not
when testing it, to ensure a valid and fair result. We train
and test our models considering all of the tests from all of
the projects in a single bucket, randomly shuffling which tests

from which project appear in each fold. To evaluate the effect
that the size of the testing and training dataset has on the
classification results, we consider both 10% and 20% testing
data sizes. Following past work [12], we consider only features
with an information gain of at least 0.01, and report the
information gain of each feature.
In our prediction evaluation, we label each prediction result
as a True Positive (TP), False Negative (FN), False Positive
(FP), or True Negative (TN) as follows: TP - predicted flaky,
known to be flaky; FP - predicted flaky, not known to be flaky;
FN - predicted not flaky, known to be flaky; TN - predicted
not flaky, not known to be flaky. We also evaluate our models
using F1-score, which is computed using the standard formula
based on Recall and Precision. Lastly, we calculate the Area
Under the Curve (AUC), a measure of how effective a model
is at distinguishing classes (in our case, flaky and not flaky).
Note that in our evaluation, false positives represent the
number of tests that might erroneously be considered as flaky
by developers, resulting in excess effort spent re-running them
to determine if they are flaky or not. We focus primarily on
total positives, because we have confidence that the collected
flaky tests are indeed flaky, but we cannot be confident in our
classification of a test as not flaky. In other words, the oracle
we use is a result of detecting flaky tests after 10,000 runs for
each test, but this does not guarantee that the “not flaky” tests
are really not flaky: they may just not have been observed to
be flaky. This approach also allows us to confirm F N s are
truly flaky tests because they fail at least once during rerun
tests. However, because of the inherent non-determinism in
flaky tests, we cannot construct a reliable oracle to evaluate
T N s and F P s, but report them as-is.
B. RQ1: Efficacy of our Classifier
Following the evaluation procedure described in the previous section, we trained and tested FlakeFlagger. We created
several models, consider 2 approaches to discretization, 2 sizes
of training sets, 3 data balancing approaches, and 7 different
classification algorithms. Due to space limitations, we show
only the results of the single best model configuration: a
random forest model built using the SMOTE technique for
balancing the training data (and using unbalanced testing data),
no discretization and a 90-10 training-testing split (our artifact
includes all results [21]). We found that SMOTE worked better
than other sampling techniques due to the relatively small ratio
of flaky tests to the total number of tests. Random forest was
far more effective than the other algorithms, but we did not
find a meaningful difference in performance between a 10%
and 20% testing data size.
In order to evaluate the performance of our flaky test
classifier, we compared its prediction results to the stateof-the-art flaky test classifier, a vocabulary-based approach
proposed by Pinto et al. [12]. This approach extract tokens
from each test using a simple bag-of-words model, under
the theory that flaky tests may use similar APIs, keywords,
etc., and hence, tests can be classified as flaky or not based
on the presence of various tokens (the model also uses one

non-token feature: the length of the test method). We also
considered a hybrid model that adds the token features to
FlakeFlagger’s features. Note that our evaluation methodology
differs somewhat from the prior approach, in which the authors
trained and tested their model on a balanced flaky/non-flaky
dataset with the exact same number of flaky and non-flaky
tests: we consider a more realistic scenario where the model
is trained on a balanced flaky/non-flaky dataset, but tested on
the complete set of tests (which is not balanced) [12]. From a
methodological perspective, balancing the number of flaky and
non-flaky tests by ignoring tests from the majority (non-flaky)
class may result in over approximating the performance of
the model, if this balancing is done during the testing phase.
This is a particularly important distinction on projects with
very large numbers of tests such as incubator-dubbo, with
2,174 tests of which only 19 were flaky: our cross-validation
approach would test the model on a all of the 2,174 tests,
whereas the methodology used in [12] would test the model
on a much smaller set of non-flaky tests. In our evaluation,
we use stratified cross-validation.
Table III presents the results of this experiment, showing the
true positives, false negatives, false positives, true negatives,
precision, recall and F1 score for each approach broken down
by project. Even though the models are not trained and tested
by project (i.e. the project name is not a feature in the model),
after running the evaluation we mapped each test back to
its project to allow us to inspect how the models performed
on each project. We show the aggregate precision, recall, F1
score, and AUC. FlakeFlagger is a learning-based approach,
and hence, we expect that it might perform better on projects
that have many flaky tests (providing more training data that
could help the classifier to better predict flaky tests in that
project) than those with very few. To avoid biasing our dataset
towards projects with the most flaky tests, we did not impose
a threshold for a minimum number of flaky tests to include
the project in our evaluation, including all projects with at lest
one flaky test. We do not include the 298 tests for which we
were unable to collect all features (typically due to the tests
having non-Java components).
Overall, FlakeFlagger and the vocabulary-based approach
both detected a very similar number of flaky tests (599 and
583 respectively, out of a total of 808 flaky tests), but the
two approaches varied dramatically in terms of precision —
FlakeFlagger had a far lower false positive rate with just
406, compared to 4,683 false positives from the vocabularybased approach. We found that combining FlakeFlagger’s
features with the tokens from the vocabulary-based approach
yielded slightly improved performance. The following section
explores which features from the vocabulary-based approach
contributed to this improvement.
Considering our initial use-case of a researcher or developer
using FlakeFlagger to determine which tests to run timeintensive flaky test detectors on, using either FlakeFlagger or
the vocabulary-based approach would result in roughly the
same number of flaky tests eventually detected (that is, both
have comparable recall). However, the total amount of time

TABLE III: Prediction performance for FlakeFlagger, the vocabulary-based approach, and the hybrid combination of both. The
hybrid approach builds a model with both FlakeFlagger’s and the vocabulary-based approach’s features. We show the number
of True Positives, False Negatives, False Positives and True Negatives, Precision, Recall, and F1 scores per-project. The AUC
value is calculated after each fold where the reported value is the overall averages of AUC values after all folds. Projects with
zero F1 values have very low numbers of flaky tests (less than 3 per project), and illustrate known limitations of FlakeFlagger.
Flaky by
Project

Tests

spring-boot
hbase
alluxio
okhttp
ambari
hector
activiti
java-websocket
wildfly
httpcore
logback
incubator-dubbo
http-request
wro4j
orbit
undertow
achilles
elastic-job-lite
zxing
assertj-core
commons-exec
handlebars.java
ninja

2,108
431
187
810
324
142
2,043
145
1,023
712
805
2,174
163
1,135
86
183
1,317
558
345
6,261
55
420
307

Total
AUC (Average per fold)

21,734

FlakeFlagger

Reruns TP FN FP
160
145
116
100
52
33
32
23
23
22
22
19
18
16
7
7
4
3
2
1
1
1
1

139
129
116
52
47
30
10
19
11
14
3
8
12
4
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

21
16
0
48
5
3
22
4
12
8
19
11
6
12
6
5
2
3
2
1
1
1
1

15
32
0
159
3
8
43
1
27
23
17
35
6
2
8
8
3
0
2
5
1
5
3

Vocabulary-Based Approach [12]

TN

Pr

R

1,933
254
71
551
269
101
1,968
121
973
667
766
2,120
139
1,117
71
168
1,310
555
341
6,255
53
414
303

90%
80%
100%
25%
94%
79%
19%
95%
29%
38%
15%
19%
67%
67%
11%
20%
40%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

87%
89%
100%
52%
90%
91%
31%
83%
48%
64%
14%
42%
67%
25%
14%
29%
50%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

F TP FN
89%
84%
100%
33%
92%
85%
24%
88%
36%
47%
14%
26%
67%
36%
12%
24%
44%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

134
89
108
79
36
13
12
23
20
16
10
11
16
2
6
6
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

26
56
8
21
16
20
20
0
3
6
12
8
2
14
1
1
4
3
1
1
0
1
1

FP

TN

Pr

R

703
152
11
444
121
23
531
74
554
375
259
813
84
101
32
63
0
34
144
6
18
91
50

1,245
134
60
266
151
86
1,480
48
446
315
524
1,342
61
1,018
47
113
1,313
521
199
6,254
36
328
256

16%
37%
91%
15%
23%
36%
2%
24%
3%
4%
4%
1%
16%
2%
16%
9%
0%
0%
1%
0%
5%
0%
0%

84%
61%
93%
79%
69%
39%
38%
100%
87%
73%
45%
58%
89%
12%
86%
86%
0%
0%
50%
0%
100%
0%
0%

Combined Approach
F TP FN FP

27%
46%
92%
25%
34%
38%
4%
38%
7%
8%
7%
3%
27%
3%
27%
16%
0%
0%
1%
0%
10%
0%
0%

143
130
116
46
47
25
7
19
17
15
5
13
12
0
1
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

17
15
0
54
5
8
25
4
6
7
17
6
6
16
6
4
4
2
2
1
1
1
1

18
33
0
104
3
11
34
4
24
24
11
23
6
1
7
8
0
0
2
0
1
0
0

TN

Pr

R

F

1,930
253
71
606
269
98
1,977
118
976
666
772
2,132
139
1,118
72
168
1,313
555
341
6,260
53
419
306

89%
80%
100%
31%
94%
69%
17%
83%
41%
38%
31%
36%
67%
0%
12%
27%
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

89%
90%
100%
46%
90%
76%
22%
83%
74%
68%
23%
68%
67%
0%
14%
43%
0%
33%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

89%
84%
100%
37%
92%
72%
19%
83%
53%
49%
26%
47%
67%
0%
13%
33%
0%
50%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

808 599 209 406 20,520 60% 74% 66% 583 225 4,683 16,243 11% 72% 19% 600 208 314 20,612 66% 74% 86%
86%

needed to run such an experiment would vary dramatically
between the two models, since FlakeFlagger had far fewer
false positives (406 vs 4,683). Assuming that each test would
take a comparable amount of time to run flaky test detectors
on, our developer (or researcher) would be able to confirm
the flakiness of FlakeFlagger’s 1,005 reported flaky tests (599
TPs plus 406 FPs) in roughly 18% of the time that it would
take to confirm the flakiness of the 5,266 reported flaky by
the vocabulary-based approach (583 TPs plus 4,683 FPs).
We were initially surprised that the precision of the
vocabulary-based approach’s was so much lower than FlakeFlagger’s, and indeed, lower than reported by the original
authors [12]. We found that the tokens used in Pinto et
al.’s bag-of-words model did indeed frequently occur in flaky
tests, but also occurred quite frequently in non-flaky tests. For
example, one of the most relevant tokens that the model relied
upon (both in our study, and in [12]) was the Java throws
keyword. However, when examining the entire corpus, we
discovered that this keyword is used quite frequently in both
flaky and non-flaky tests, and hence, is not a very good
predictor of flakiness.
FlakeFlagger’s performance varied across projects: on some
projects (e.g., alluxio), we had perfect precision and recall,
while on others (e.g., okhttp and activiti) the approach was less
successful. We investigated more closely the different factors
that could cause such a varied performance among different
projects. The first and most obvious factor is the size of the
training data: our model performed best on the two projects

75%

86%

which had the most known flaky tests (alluxio and spring-boot
each had more than 100). On projects with very few known
flaky tests (less than 4), FlakeFlagger did not classify any
of the flaky tests as flaky, resulting in F1 scores of 0. This
results from the lack of training data that are representative
of the flaky tests in these projects. However, note that even
on these projects with so few flaky tests (e.g., zxing with
only two known flaky tests, ninja with only one), even though
FlakeFlagger failed to identify the flaky tests (true positives),
it had far fewer false positives than the other approach.
More broadly speaking, we can attribute the variation of
prediction performance between projects to the relative generality of our features (such as test execution time, coverage
of recently changed lines, etc.). Each project has its own
environmental assumptions, development patterns, and other
unique characteristics that can make it difficult to create a
single general-purpose approach to classifying tests as flaky or
not. Another explanation for why performance varies across
projects may be that not all flaky tests have been labeled
correctly — no rerun-based technique can guarantee to find
all flaky tests (even after 10,000 reruns). That is: there may
be tests that are labeled as “not flaky” in our dataset that are
in fact flaky, but we simply did not observe any flaky failure
of those tests in our experiments.
The higher number of observed flaky tests in a single project
does not guarantee that FlakeFlagger performs well. Some
flaky failures are due to rare dependency conflicts and network
failures that are not captured well from our features described

TABLE IV: List of top 23 features by information gain (IG) for
FlakeFlagger and the vocabulary-based approach. Our models
only include features with IG ≥ 0.01.
Vocabulary-Based Features
Feature/Token
Test Lines of Code
throws
should
exception
mtfs
runbuildfortask
tfs
run
transitive
ioexception
tachyon
fileid
if
actual
someinfo
testutils
writetype
some
checkspring
testfile
createbytefile
family
checkcommonslogging

IG
0.023
0.022
0.020
0.018
0.018
0.017
0.017
0.016
0.016
0.015
0.014
0.011
0.011
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009

FlakeFlagger Features
Feature
Execution Time
Source Covered Lines
Source Covered Classes
Covered Lines
Covered Changes (past 75 commits)
Covered Changes (past 50 commits)
Covered Changes (past 100 commits)
Covered Changes (past 500 commits)
Test Lines of Code
Covered Changes (past 10 commits)
Covered Changes (past 1000 commits)
Covered Changes (past 5 commits)
External Libraries
Covered Changes (past 25 commits)
Fire and Forget
Number of Assertions
Resources Optimism
Mystery Guest
Assertion Roulette
Conditional Logic
Indirect Testing
Test Run War
Eager Testing

IG
0.121
0.067
0.057
0.034
0.029
0.028
0.028
0.024
0.023
0.018
0.015
0.011
0.011
0.010
0.007
0.006
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.000

in Table II. For example, we notice that okhttp has a high
number of false positives and false negatives. With a further
inspection on this particular project, we found that a group
of tests had all failed in the same way due to the same
dependency problem in one single run. However, only some
tests that used this dependency presented a flaky failure to us,
and hence, we observed many false positives from our model,
with other (not flaky) tests that use this same dependency
classified to be flaky. In this same project, our model also
showed a large number of false negatives (tests that are flaky
but predicted as not flaky). Upon further investigation, we
found that these tests were flaky due to transient networkrelated failures that occurred when they were run. While our
model does consider usage of network APIs (via the “mystery
guest” smell), we found that most tests that used network APIs
were not labeled as flaky in our dataset because we did not
witness a network failure in the 10,000 runs of those tests. As
a result, the few tests that did fail due to network failures were
typically labeled as not flaky by the model, resulting in false
negatives. We discuss these limitations further in Section V.
C. RQ2: How useful is each feature?
To gain more insight into which textual and behavioral
features are correlated with test flakiness, we report the
information gain of each feature in FlakeFlagger’s model, and
the top 23 features in the model built using the vocabularybased approach.
Table IV lists all of FlakeFlagger’s features sorted by
information gain, along with the top 23 features used by the
comparison system based on the vocabulary-based approach
[12]. Note that we used only features with an information
gain of at least 0.01 in our models, but we include all top
23 features in this table. Overall, we found that features that
considered dynamic behavior from each test (e.g., execution

time, covered lines, and coverage of recently changed lines)
had a far greater information gain than the tokens that were
statically extracted from the test method bodies. None of the
test smells that we collected had a strong information gain,
which may indicate that test smells are not well-correlated
with test flakiness — all of the smells had an information gain
less than our threshold of 0.01, and in fact, “eager testing” had
an information gain of less than 0.001. We found that the top
eight FlakeFlagger features each had a higher information gain
than the highest gain vocabulary feature.
The most effective features (execution time, various forms
of coverage, size of test and usage of external APIs) are
all measures of test case complexity. This confirms industry
reports that correlate test size with test flakiness [42]. For
instance: it is perhaps likely that small unit tests are less likely
to be flaky than large integration tests — and this behavior is
captured by both the execution time of each test, and also by
the coverage of each test. Due to varying development styles,
other behavioral features likely have high variance between
projects (without signaling flakiness). For instance, “Number
of Assertions” likely varies more between projects because
of coding conventions more than it varies between flaky and
non-flaky tests. Future work might consider ways to normalize
these features by-project to account for such variance, and
we make all of our tools and data available to allow other
researchers to join in this effort.
In the model built using the vocabulary-based approach [12],
the features with the highest information gain were: test lines
of code, presence of the ‘throws’ Java keyword, and several
tokens like ‘should’, ‘exception’, and ‘mtfs’, each with an
information gain significantly lower than the top features in
FlakeFlagger’s model. We believe that these tokens might be
over-fitting to specific patterns in some of the flaky tests in our
dataset, and indeed, these top three tokens differ from those
reported by Pinto et al. in their initial work [12]. Table V
directly compares the frequency of those three tokens in flaky
and other (non-flaky) tests reported by the vocabulary-based
approach [12] and also their frequencies in the dataset that
we used in this study. While the prior study found that these
tokens occurred far more frequently in flaky tests than in nonflaky tests, when looking at our corpus, we found that these
tokens occurred far more frequently in non-flaky tests than in
flaky tests.
The majority of the flaky tests in the prior study with the
‘job’ token came from a single project, “oozie,” which we did
not study in our evaluation. At the same time, the majority
of non-flaky tests with the token ‘job’ in our dataset were
in the project “elastic-job-lite,” which was not included in
the prior evaluation. Clearly, the co-occurrence of individual
tokens with flaky tests can vary dramatically between projects.
Terms that correlate with flakiness in one project can not be
expected to correlate with flakiness in other projects — this is
also evident from the limited number of projects which contain
each token.
Note that this finding only underscores the need for a large,
balanced dataset of flaky tests (like the one we collected and

TABLE V: Comparison showing the predictive power of the
top 3 tokens reported by the vocabulary-based approach evaluation on the DeFlaker dataset [12] compared to this evaluation
on our dataset. For each token, we show the information gain
(IG), the number of flaky tests containing that token (number
of projects containing those tests in parentheses), and the
number of other, non flaky tests containing that token (with
the number of projects containing those tests).
Vocabulary-Based Evaluation [12]
Token
job
table
id

IG
0.2053
0.1449
0.1419

Flaky
524
406
522

(2)
(4)
(9)

Not Flaky
4
8
52

(1)
(2)
(4)

This Evaluation
IG
0.00044
0.00819
0.00037

Flaky
48
114
125

(4)
(4)
(9)

Not Flaky
703
405
2,429

(8)
(11)
(19)

described in Section II): the DeFlaker dataset that Pinto et
al. used contained more flaky tests than our dataset (1,403
vs 810). However, a single project in that dataset (“oozie”)
contributed more than half of those flaky tests (856), which
can make it extremely difficult to draw conclusions that can
generalize beyond a single project, or beyond the dataset. We
look forward to contribute to new community efforts to build
shared flaky test datasets [43], making all of the log files from
each of the 10,000 executions of each test suite in our study
publicly available in our artifact [21].
V. D ISCUSSION AND T HREATS TO VALIDITY
While we are confident in our findings, it is nonetheless
worthwhile to acknowledge various threats to the validity
of our conclusions. For instance, the list of projects in our
prediction experiment may not be representative of all projects,
limiting the generalizability of our conclusions. We reduce this
threat by selecting different projects from different domains.
Further, our project list is based on those studied by others.
RQ1 showed that our classifier was able to predict 599 out
of 808 flaky tests. However, note that our ground truth is
imperfect: some of the false positives may in fact be true
positives, where the failure is in the rerun process to identify
that the test is flaky. Unfortunately, it may never be possible to
provably identify all flaky tests in a project. As we witnessed
in our empirical study (Section II), the environment in which
a test runs may affect if the test appears flaky. Since on the
same revisions of the same projects, we found a different set
of flaky tests than were found by the iDFlakies and DeFlaker
authors —- even after re-running those tests far more times
than the original authors — we recognize this as a limitation.
It may be possible to find more flaky tests by injecting
artificial non-determinism into the execution of each test, for
instance, arbitrarily slowing the execution of each test or shuffling test orders. These other approaches may find more flaky
tests of one particular type: for instance, reordering tests will
expose more order dependent flaky tests, perturbing timing
may expose more concurrency-related flaky tests. However,
a significant concern with any such approach is that it will
result in a dataset that is overly representative of those specific
sources of flakiness. For example, Luo et al.’s study found that

just 13% of flaky tests were caused by order dependencies [1]:
an approach that built a dataset of primarily tests flaky due to
this cause would likely not represent all flaky tests.
Similarly, we observed that some (but far from most) tests
that made calls through the network could fail due to flakiness
in the event of a network failure. Hence, one approach to find
more flaky tests could be to inject network failures while tests
run. However, we speculate that the result of this experiment
would likely be that all tests that make network calls will be
labeled as flaky. Such an approach would likely not be very
useful for developers, who presumably are already aware that
tests that rely on network resources might fail if the network
is unreliable. This mirrors the sentiment expressed by Harman
and O’Hearn suggesting that based on Facebook’s experiences,
we should “assume that all tests are flaky” [14] and Google,
where all tests that execute in more than a single thread
are assumed to be potentially flaky [44]. Hence, we remain
confident that our 10,000-rerun based flaky test detection
approach represents the best-possible approach to build our
dataset: one that includes quite literally, the flaky tests that
developers might have observed in the course of normal
development, without injecting additional non-determinism.
We considered multiple supervised learning algorithms and
found that Random Forest resulted in the best performance
on our dataset. This result may not hold on other datasets.
Similarly, we found that some features (like execution time,
and coverage of recently changed lines) are more predictive of
flakiness than others (like test smells), and these findings may
not hold on other datasets. We include all results and scripts
in our artifact, and encourage other researchers to experiment
with different configurations of FlakeFlagger [21].
Our evaluation of FlakeFlagger presents a direct comparison
to a state-of-the-art flaky test prediction approach [12], but
does not include a direct comparison with other flaky test
detection tools like DeFlaker [6], iDFlakies [7] and NonDex
[16]. These other approaches rely on repeatedly re-running
a test (perhaps modifying the environment that the test runs
in) in order to detect if that test is flaky. Section II describes
our empirical study to identify the prevalence of infrequentlyfailing tests, and found that hundreds of flaky tests could only
be detected after an enormous number of reruns, or using a
prediction model like FlakeFlagger. Future work might combine these two approaches, using FlakeFlagger to prioritize
which tests to apply these rerun-based flaky test detectors to.
To increase our confidence in our implementation, we
implemented our classifier using the supervised learning algorithms provided by scikit-learn. This well-regarded library provides the implementations of different techniques to balance
data, impute missing values and compute feature correlations.
Nonetheless, there may be bugs in the tooling or how we used
it; we make best efforts to check our results and will provide
a replication package. We implemented our own test smell
detectors rather than using existing detectors. This was largely
due to the lack of a published, experimentally evaluated test
smell detector for Java at time of writing. Future work might
consider extending our test smells detector, perhaps integrating

the recently released tsDetect smell detector [45].
Even with a replication package, some of our our results
may be difficult to reproduce, since we are purposefully
experimenting on non-deterministic systems. In particular,
when rerunning tests (in order to find flaky tests), there is no
guarantee that a flaky test will fail. To aid future researchers,
we collected the build logs of each test execution and include
these in our artifact [21].
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Several recent works have focused on the problem of detecting and managing flaky tests. Luo et al. provided an empirical
study of flaky tests by investigating commits logs of opensource projects [1]. They presented the most common causes
of flaky tests and described possible strategies to fix flaky
tests. Unlike our dataset of flaky tests (which is constructed by
rerunning tests), Luo et al.’s dataset is constructed by analyzing
developer reports. DeFlaker is an approach to detect flaky
tests immediately after the test fails (without rerunning it) by
monitoring the coverage of the latest code changes [6]. In
contrast, FlakeFlagger’s detects flaky tests before they fail.
More similar to our approach, iDFlakies aims to proactively
detect flaky tests (before they cause unexpected failures)
by rerunning tests in different orders [7]. This approach is
particularly suited to detect order-dependent flaky tests (those
which can fail deterministically modulo their execution order)
[23], and reruns tests 100 times. In comparison, FlakeFlagger
aims to find flaky tests regardless of their underlying source
of non-determinism, and in our empirical study to detect flaky
tests, we reran tests two orders of magnitude more (10,000
times total) than the iDFlakies work (100 times). Lam et al.
later re-ran tests from this dataset 4,000 times in order to
evaluate how difficult these failures were to reproduce, finding
a mean failure rate of 2.7% [22]. Order-dependent flaky tests
have received quite a bit of attention in general, and several
techniques have been proposed to detect them [23], [46]–
[48], to isolate tests to avoid order dependencies [3], and to
repair tests to remove those dependencies [49]. Similarly, other
specialized kinds of flaky tests, like those that are flaky due
to commonly incorrect assumptions of API behavior can be
detected through specialized means [16]. Lam et al. studied
315 real flaky test failures at Microsoft, and found that for the
majority of them, the failure that occurred on the build server
could not be reproduced on a developer machine, even after
trying to rerun the test 100 times [17]. This finding is similar
to ours: we only reproduced half of the flaky test failures that
prior work found on the same projects, even though we reran
the tests 10,000 times. Strandberg et al. studied intermittently
failing tests for embedded systems, finding that in this domain,
flakiness was typically caused by environmental factors [50].
Eck et al. analyzed flaky tests by conducting a survey
of developers to understand the root cause of flakiness [4].
This survey helped inspire our feature selection. Harman
and O'Hearn [14] emphasize the importance of flakiness on
software testing, suggesting that we assume that all test are
flaky, and calling for tools and techniques to automatically

assess the likelihood of a new test becoming flaky in the future.
FlakeFlagger answers this call directly, by helping developers
identify which tests are likely to be flaky based on the behavior
of other tests. Several recent works have begun study the
impact of flakiness on other software testing practices, like
mutation testing [51] and program repair [52].
Most similar to our approach are prior works that also aim
to predict flakiness [5], [9], [15], with the most relevant being
Bertolino et al.’s FLAST [13], [19] and Pinto et al.’s flaky
test vocabulary work [12]. Unlike FlakeFlagger, both FLAST
and Pinto et al.’s approach considers only the text in the test
method body itself, and does not consider any features of
the code that is called by that test, or code that might exist
in setup or teardown methods. In our evaluation, we found
that FlakeFlagger significantly outperformed vocabulary-based
approaches in predicting flaky tests.
More generally, machine learning techniques have been
adopted widely in software testing [53]–[59]. Durelli et al.
[58] showed that ML algorithms are commonly adopted to
automate software testing tasks. Azeem et al. [54] proposed a
systematic literature review on the ML techniques used in code
smell detection. Nucci et al. [57] discussed possible limitations
which may result in unexpected result in code smell detection
by mainly analyzing Fontana et al.’s [55] work detecting code
smells using ML. We did not use ML to detect test smells,
but used traditional source code parsing to detect smells [29]–
[32]. It would be interesting to compare the performance
of our hybrid static/dynamic test smell detectors with prior
techniques, using a human oracle to determine valid smells.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Flaky tests make testing unreliable because it is hard to say
which test failures represent true regressions. We presented a
very large empirical study showing just how difficult it is to
proactively detect flaky tests by rerunning them. FlakeFlagger
is a new approach for automatically classifying tests as flaky
or not without reruns, and improves on existing classifiers
by collecting behavioral features from each test. Developers
can use FlakeFlagger to determine if a newly added test is
likely to be flaky, or could use it to help classify existing
tests. Developers and researchers alike can use FlakeFlagger
to focus more precise (and costly) flaky test detection efforts
on the tests most likely to be flaky. Compared to a state-of-theart flaky test classifier, FlakeFlagger had similar recall (74%
vs 72%), but significantly better precision (60% vs 11%). This
improvement translates to a significant reduction in the number
of misdiagnosed flaky tests, dramatically reducing the number
of (possibly) flaky tests that need to be further investigated.
VIII. DATA AVAILABILITY
All tools and data produced for this paper are publicly and
permanently archived at [21].
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